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Defining Remoteness

Northern Canada is one of the remotest regions in the World

…. In terms of travel-time to a major city, is as remote
as Siberia or the Sahara

Source: European Commission (2008)3



Defining Remoteness … special issues for mining

Measure “remoteness” in terms of its impact on the additional cost of
building and operating a mine

• Climate: Its expensive to build and operate a mine in the extreme cold

• Geography: Its very expensive to build a mine in the mountains,
or in areas of permafrost

• Distance to/from markets: Transporting fuel and materials to the mine site,
and mine product to the port can be significant cost burden

• Lack of existing infrastructure: Major capital investment is required for
roads, power, ports and townships to service the mine

The impact of these factors will vary by commodity-type and mine size
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Geographical factors considered in the modelling

Elevation Permafrost

Factors modelled:

Elevation, winter temperature, permafrost, lakes & rivers

Min Temperature
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Infrastructure factors considered in the modelling

Factors modelled:

Roads, Rail, Power, Towns, Ports, Airports

Roads Power

Note: Also took into account the capacity/quality of the infrastructure,
and the distance from the mine to the existing infrastructure

Ports
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Mining-related variables considered in the modelling

• Commodity-type: precious metals (i.e. a gold mine) and
base metals (i.e. a copper mine)

• Size (and life) of the Mine: Assessed three-different sizes

0.35 Mt pa, with 8 year mine life

1.75 Mt pa, with 12 year mine life

4.90 Mt pa, with 20 year mine life
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Financial modelling methodology

•A standard financial model was build for each commodity type and
mining rate. The base case scenario assumed perfect access to
infrastructure and zero in-country transportation costs.

•The capital and operating costs were adjusted for the local terrain,
climate and availability of infrastructure. Maps were generated
(using Fuzzy Logic modelling) to show the effect on local costs
across the entire country.
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RESULTS: 1.75 Mt pa Precious Metal CASE
Impact of Remoteness on the CAPEX Cost

Sources: MinEx Consulting and Kenex

Gold projects in the Arctic
have capex and opex costs

40-60% higher than their
counterparts in the south

Gold projects in the Arctic
have capex and opex costs

40-60% higher than their
counterparts in the south

Costs are affected by
permafrost and need to
use Winter Ice Roads
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RESULTS: 1.75 Mt pa Precious Metal CASE
Impact of Remoteness on the OPEX Cost

Costs are affected by
permafrost and need to
use Winter Ice Roads
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RESULTS: 1.75 Mt pa Base Metal CASE
Impact of Remoteness on the CAPEX Cost

Base metal projects in the inland
Arctic are severely disadvantaged
by lack of road transport (which
necessitates stockpiling several
months of concentrate product),

while waiting for the right
conditions to build an ice road

Base metal projects in the inland
Arctic are severely disadvantaged
by lack of road transport (which
necessitates stockpiling several
months of concentrate product),

while waiting for the right
conditions to build an ice road
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RESULTS: 1.75 Mt pa Base Metal CASE
Impact of Remoteness on the OPEX Cost
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Financial modelling methodology

•A standard financial model was build for each commodity type and
mining rate. The base case scenario assumed perfect access to
infrastructure and zero in-country transportation costs.

•The capital and operating costs were adjusted for the local terrain,
climate and availability of infrastructure. Maps were generated
(using Fuzzy Logic modelling) to show the effect on local costs
across the country.

•The ore grade was then adjusted to enable the project economics
(IRR) to revert back to that of the Base Case. The resulting maps
show the overall effect of remoteness on project economics
(and how much better than “average” does a project need to be
for it to work).
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
0.35 Mt pa Precious Metal Project
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
1.75 Mt pa Precious Metal Project
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
4.9 Mt pa Precious Metal Project
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
0.35 Mt pa Base Metal Project

For a given mining rate,
Base Metal projects are

more affected
by remoteness than

Precious Metal projects

For a given mining rate,
Base Metal projects are

more affected
by remoteness than

Precious Metal projects
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
1.75 Mt pa Base Metal Project
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Required increase in grade to offset remoteness
4.9 Mt pa Base Metal Project

Large Base Metal projects are
less affected by remoteness

Large Base Metal projects are
less affected by remoteness
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Location of mineral deposits in Canada
1746 significant deposits

Wide range of commodities.

Majority of the known
deposits are in the South

Wide range of commodities.

Majority of the known
deposits are in the South
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Location of mineral deposits in Canada
1079 deposits are undeveloped
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Where are the (undeveloped) deposits located?
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YK: 77%
NWT:
69%

NU:8
5%

Location of undeveloped
Precious Metal, Base Metal
and Other Projects

ONT5
2%

Percentage of projects that are undeveloped
The far north has a disproportionate share of stranded assets

BC:
62%
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THE IMPACT OF REMOTENESS:
UNDER-EXPLORED, UNDER-DEVELOPED

15%

50%

66%
46%

42%
46%

38%

27%
45% 44%40%

12% 7% 9% 14%

Land area Deposits Closed
Mines

Operating
Mines

Undeveloped
Projects

Latitude

>60°
[Far North]

>50-60°

<50°
[Far South]

8.76 Million km2 560 mines 1079 projects107 mines

Source: MinEx Consulting © Jan 2016

1746 deposits
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The percentage of projects undeveloped is linked to remoteness
(as measured in terms of the grade required)

Ratio of Undeveloped Projects to All Projects

Required Increase in grade to
offset the effect of remoteness

Precious Metals

Base Metals

A 10% increase in the required
grade increases the

proportion of undeveloped
projects by 5-7%

A 10% increase in the required
grade increases the

proportion of undeveloped
projects by 5-7%



Impact of better infrastructure on the number
of new mines in the Far North

There are 126 undeveloped projects in the Yukon + NWT
+ Nunavut.

A 10% decrease in the break-even grade (through access
to better infrastructure) could result in 6 to 9 (i.e. 5 to 7%)
new mines in the far north.

To achieve this, operating costs need to be reduced by 12-16%
or capital costs reduced by 16-23%



Sources: MinEx Consulting and Kenex

Potential areas of opportunity for new mines

POTENTIAL AREAS OF
OPPORTUNITY FOR SHARING

INFRASTRUCTURE

POTENTIAL AREAS OF
OPPORTUNITY FOR SHARING

INFRASTRUCTURE

(A)

(A) Yellowknife to a port on the Beaufort Sea

(B)

(B) Rankin Inlet to Baker Lake to Repulse Bay

(C)

(C) Schefferville to the top of Ungava Bay

(D)

(D) Selwyn Mountains

(E)

(E) Skagway to Whitehorse

(F)

(F) Fort Mackay to Saskatchewan Highway

(G)

(G) Ring of Fire



Additional benefits of better infrastructure

The availability of better infrastructure & lower costs creates other benefits

• Mines can be bigger: Lower costs will enable mines to operate at lower
cut-off grades … thereby resulting in more tonnes being mined (and longer mine
lives)

• New satellite mines: The presence of infrastructure will improve the economic
viability of smaller satellite mines in the local area

• Stimulate exploration & new discoveries: The improved economics will
encourage companies to explore along the infrastructure corridor

• Stimulate other industries: The presence of new roads and towns will
encourage other industries (such as tourism and energy) to set up in the area

• Help local communities: The additional jobs from mining and better access to
transport and other services will be of great benefit to
local communities
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SUMMARY

• The North suffers from the tyranny of distance: Some of the most remote places in the world
are in Nunavut, NWT and Yukon.

• The far north is under-explored and underdeveloped: 40% of Canada’s land mass is above 60o

latitude, but only hosts 12% of all known projects; and 76% of these are currently
underdeveloped.

• Capital and operating costs are extremely high in the far north: Capex costs are up to 100-
170% higher than an equivalent project in the south. Opex costs are 40-80% higher. As a
result only the richest/highest grade deposits are economic.

• Investing in better infrastructure can unlock new projects: a 10% reduction in the required
ore grade will increase the proportion of projects developed by 5-7%. There are currently 126
undeveloped projects in Nunavut, NWT and the Yukon. With sufficient investment in better
infrastructure this would translate into 6-9 new mines

• Many of the undeveloped projects are clustered together: This creates the opportunity to
build an infrastructure corridor to (efficiently) simultaneously develop several new projects at
the same time

• 7 infrastructure corridors have been identified – 3 of which are in the far north: These are:
Yellowknife to a port on the Beaufort Sea, Rankin Inlet to Baker Lake to Repulse Bay, and
Selwyn Mountains

• Building these corridors will generate additional benefits: including stimulating additional
exploration and projects in the local area as well as benefiting local communities
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